
the new 
bohemian

Combining premarriage relics 
with piles of ethnic textiles, clean-
lined antiques and flashes of 
chrome, actress Amanda Peet and 
her husband, screenwriter David 
Benioff, turned their first shared 
home into an elegant haven that’s 
family-friendly yet pulled-together. 

sofa fabric Vintage monk 

sheets $900 each, striped 

seat cushion fabric (right) 
Vintage ticking from $100/yard, 

floral pillows Antique French 

$400 each, and rug 9' x 12' 

antique Afghani $4,500 Dan 

Marty Design (323) 935-5514 

armchair (similar to shown) 
#1342 $1,587 leeindustries .com 

for stores coffee table (similar 
to shown) “Brickmaker” about 

$995 Bungalow Classic (404) 

351-9120 basket Braided $375 

sourceperrier.com pouf (similar 
to shown) Leather “Palace” 

$550 Imports From Marrakesh 

(212) 675-9700 artwork Vic 

Reeves lithographs about $515 

each, eyestorm.com wall 

paint (throughout) China White, 

benjaminmoore.com for stores 

fashion: top Vince $78 Barneys 

New York (888) 822-7639 

Jeans See by Chloé $350 

saksfifthavenue.com for stores 

shoes (similar to shown) Suede 

$248 A.P.C. (212) 966-0069

photographs by coliena rentmeester  

directed by sara ruffin costello 

produced by tom delavan text by kate bolick

this past February, Amanda Peet and David Benioff 
did exactly what everyone says never to do: They 
moved and had a baby within the same week. “I 
went into labor three days after we arrived. The 

paint was still wet!” Peet says with the characteristic good 
humor that has helped earn her a reputation as a smart, 
disciplined actress blessed with comic appeal and then some: 
Her projects have run the gamut from the tongue-in-cheek 
NBC series Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip to George Clooney’s 
Academy Award–winning geopolitical thriller, Syriana.

As if sleep-deprived decorating wasn’t bad enough, the 
fledgling parents had some other issues to resolve. Though 
Peet, a native New Yorker, had been living in Benioff’s 
“very mid-century mod bachelor pad” in L.A., it wasn’t 
until they bought their Spanish-style bungalow near the 

Hollywood Hills that they truly married styles—which took 
a little ingenuity. “I like rustic,” Peet explains. “People 
have to hold me back from going too farm-y.” (She relies on 
her self-appointed style team: decorators Estee Stanley and 
Nathan Turner, architect Brad Floyd and dear friend and 
stylist Tina Chai.) “David likes masculine, modern stuff. But 
he’s not as opinionated as I am. And fortunately, he doesn’t 
run away terrified if I show him wallpaper!” 

So her penchant for coziness prevailed—with a bit of 
temperance. As it turned out, Benioff’s tastes and Peet’s 
long-standing devotion to stripes (in fashion and decor), 
contemporary art (she’s an avid collector) and ethnic textiles 
(she can’t stop buying them) staved off the granny-chic 
aesthetic she feared, imbuing her dreamier leanings with  
a casual, unpretentious sophistication. 
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Peet didn’t set out to turn 
this light-flooded room 
overlooking the patio 
into a snug, Moroccan-
style sanctuary—she 
upholstered herself into  
a corner, so to speak.
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A large oval 1800s farm table and 
pale gray 19th-century Gustavian 
chairs with white muslin create an 
offhandedly graceful dining area 
for the occasional dinner party 
(with menu courtesy of Benioff— 
he’s the cook).

   “I try to not think   
about what’s cool  
  or stylish, and just  
   go with what looks  
pretty and feels cozy.”

no standing on pretense 
“i chose my living-room sofa for its fat seat,” Peet laughs. she’d been longing 

for an amply proportioned George sherlock piece ever since spotting one 15 

years ago at the a.P.c. store in manhattan. set amid neutral hues, the bold 

brunschwig & fils upholstery, accentuated by an antique chinese shawl, 

commands center stage. unfinished linen curtains are a relaxed, natural touch 

at the windows, while a beat-up oriental rug extends the homey quality. 

“i wanted this to be a fun place for playing games in front of the fireplace 

[hidden from view],” Peet explains. “but since i go to bed at 8 p.m. these days, 

that hasn’t exactly happened yet!” a saarinen side table and a stainless-steel 

1970s Pierre cardin coffee table—a holdover from david’s bachelordom—

heaped with art books guarantee things don’t get too “country house.” dominomag.com DeCeMBeR/jANuARY 2008  133 

chairs (similar to shown) 
“Leksand” about $403 each, 
theswedishchair.com for 
information glasses Theresienthal 
crystal and gold “Glasgow” $215 
each, vivre.com candlesticks 
$25 and $40 and vase (without 
flowers) $75 Cody Foster & Co. 
(800) 595-5907 for stores

opposite page: sofa “Extended 
Two-Seater” about $5,000 
georgesherlock.com for 
information sofa fabric Gaston y  
Daniela “Glassor Printed Stripe” 
in Frambuesa about $92/yard, 
Brunschwig & Fils (800) 538-1880 
for information bench (similar 
to shown) “Terence” from $820 
mgandbw.com for stores



below: lamp Decoupage $2,650 

john Derian Co. (212) 677-3917 

photograph (below, left) 
Cindy Sherman “untitled” (sold), 

metropictures.com for other works 

by artist photograph (below, right) 
Bruce Davidson “Samuel Beckett” 

(sold), howard greenberg gallery 

(212) 334-0010 for other works 

by artist shelf (similar to shown) 
“Railroad tie” $869 vivaterra.com

opposite page: table (similar to 
shown) Iron “Spin” $329 wisteria 

.com chairs (similar to shown) 
Steel $250 each, sundancecatalog 

.com for stores rug (similar to 
shown) 8" x 13" cotton dhurrie 

$1,599 ABC Carpet & home (212) 

473-3000 chandelier (similar to 
shown) handmade “Soho” $4,540 

chandidesign.com for information 

shelf paint Yosemite Blue #2059-

40 benjaminmoore.com for stores

A decoupage hollyhock lamp 
and a pile of vintage textiles 
warm up the stainless-steel 
baker’s rack and Benioff’s 
leather-and-chrome chair. 

“I like rooms to be 
really relaxed and  
  not too serious.
When they’re too     
  monochromatic  
    and angular, it  
 feels like a hotel.”
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the centrality of art  
Peet started collecting contemporary art several years ago, 

with the help of consultant Rachel greene. Interspersed 

casually throughout the house, works by artists such as SiSi 

Palmer and Vic Reeves mitigate the actress’s old-fashioned 

moments. In the entryway, a collage of family photos and 

artwork establishes the informal tone. Peet got the idea from 

her mother, one of her style idols: “She has a wall like this in 

Manhattan, and it makes the whole house cozy.” hanging the 

frames (old and new, from gilt to chrome) unevenly, but with 

roughly the same amount of space between each, is all it 

took. In the living room (left), a pair of portraits speaks to the 

couple’s passions: Cindy Sherman’s depiction of herself as 

Lucille Ball (Peet reveres both the artist and the comedian) 

and a Bruce Davidson photograph of Samuel Beckett 

(Benioff wrote his graduate thesis on the Irish author).

frank contrasts
“this room is one of the main reasons we bought 

the house,” Peet says. “As soon as I saw it, I 

imagined a baby in a high chair having breakfast 

every morning.” White walls, bare windows, the 

original terra-cotta floor tiles and weathered 

industrial chairs gathered around a metal pedestal 

table form a clean, sun-filled backdrop that’s 

softened by the flatweave rug and vintage-fabric-

covered seats. Mismatched china and ceramics 

set within a cobalt nook further the higgledy-

piggledly charm, while a petite chandelier lends 

old hollywood urbanity—again, confirmation  

that this is no home on the range.

the casual mix of family 
pics and art can be added 
to at will, until the entire 
wall is covered.



a matter of sentiment 
“When I was a kid, I got very scared at night, so I 

obsessed over how to make Frankie’s room cheerful,” 

Peet says. Front and center, a poster for Funny Girl 

serves as a thesis statement. “I love that movie,” Peet 

confesses. “Streisand’s character is so silly—a true 

original. When David and I were making New Year’s 

wishes, we said, ‘Please, god, make our baby silly.’” 

the candy-striped daybed thronged with pillows, 

the site of the family’s evening bedtime routine, and 

the fuchsia rug, followed. the happy feel is extended 

by a beloved ’60s exhibition poster (“It’s a night 

painting, but it’s so beautiful and upbeat,” Peet 

says), a mélange of pillows and whimsical drawings 

from The Catwalk Cats, a book illustrated by grace 

Coddington, a family friend.  

Too-cute-for-words 
daughter Frankie, united 
with mom in stripes. 

headboard “turned Post” 

$350 landsend.com sheets 

$229/california-king set, 

restorationhardware.com 

Quilt (similar to shown) 
“Constantinople” $350/

king, johnrobshaw.com 

bench (similar to shown) 
“gustavian” about $558 

theswedishchair.com for 

information chandelier 

“Isabella” $280.95 Maison 

Midi (323) 935-3157 

wallpaper Cole & Son 

“egerton” in Lake about 

$178/roll, Lee jofa (800) 

453-3563 for information 

artwork April gornik 

“untitled” (sold), paceprints.

com for similar works by 

artist rug “Provençal Stripe” 

from $395 wshome.com

opposite page: poster 

(center) “Funny girl” $25 

movieposter.com globe 

“Simplicity” $185 conranusa 

.com pillowcases (similar 
to shown, on bed at left and 
right) elizabeth Allen $80 

each, ABC Carpet & home 

(212) 473-3000 pillow 
(center) john Robshaw 

hand-painted $184 and 

blanket (inset) Vintage  

sari fabric $395 john Derian 

Dry goods (212) 677-8408  

fashion: blouse Derek Lam 

silk $790 Dress Circle (412) 

681-7799 scarf Cotton 

and wool $120 A.P.C. (212) 

966-0069

 “I’m a born copier—I just copy  
the people I like. But not here:   
   Frankie’s room was purely  
     emotional on my part.”

the end

unconventional couplings 
In the guest room—one of only two spaces that deviate from 

white walls—a medley of blues, greens and bits of gold unites 

two very different florals. Peet first saw the poetic wallpaper 

several years ago, and here she pairs it with a john Derian 

coverlet of sewn-together antique saris; the low-contrast color 

scheme makes the designs less overpowering than they might 

be otherwise. A gustavian bench echoes the rug’s broad 

stripes, which ground the sea of patterns, while a dusty-red 

mohair-velvet kids’ chair and yellow lamp are unexpected 

bright spots. the espresso-tinted headboard is from Peet’s 

new favorite store: Lands’ end. the love affair started with 

the birth of Frankie and the need for more towels!  
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